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Tate Daniels, Hollywood’s hottest property, whose hobby is breaking hearts.
The man who wanted my heart six years ago, but I refused to fall for his lies.
Tate Daniels, the guy I just woke up in Vegas married to along with one hell of a memory blank. 

Jilted by her fiancé on their wedding day, actress Myf Roberts runs from the situation and takes an unscheduled trip

to Vegas. 

The night wasn’t supposed to end with her married to British playboy actor, Tate Daniels.

Why did it have to be Tate Daniels? The man Myf knew years ago hasn’t changed. He’s still the charming bad boy

who leaves broken hearts in his wake. And Myf still denies she wanted him then, or that he has an effect on her she's

never shaken.

Tate is no stranger to scandal and has been warned to keep his nose clean, if he wants to keep his lucrative role in the

newest network drama. Now he’s discovered his fake Vegas wedding isn’t so fake after all, and he has one huge

problem to fix.

But Myf is the girl who filled Tate’s world six years ago. The one who got away. And this time she doesn’t get to call

the shots. 
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When she's cast as lead actress opposite her unwanted husband in his new show, Myf can’t refuse the career

opportunity she’s waited for. But can Myf keep the sizzling chemistry between her and Tate onscreen? Or will she

surrender and give her heart to the man she swore would never win?

Unscripted is the first in a duet featuring Myf, a minor character from the Blue Phoenix rock star romance series.
Book Two, Spotlight, is due for release later this year.
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